fábula© Computer system

Management System for Centers
with Uniformity/Flatware
Garments
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fabula © is a computer management system designed
for centers, laundries, hospitals and geriatrics, that
work with uniformity / flatware needing better control
over the garments.

Easy to use

fabula © system uses a software designed for touch
terminals that helps you integrate your operators
without computer knowledge using barcode reading /
Radio Frequency ID RFID, for the readings of your
garments, the issuance of delivery notes and bills, its
analysis and traceability.

System Components

fabula © system eliminates the use of the keyboard
and the mouse facilitating its use to your operators.

Benefits:
 Satisfaction of all your customers giving better
service through customized labeling.
 Control of the garments of the clients (types of
clothes, number of garments, number of washes,
rent, days that a garment is out) per employee /
patient.
 Guarantees of full billing of garments collected and
delivered.
 Analysis and Statistics for decision making.
 Easy to use with tactile and visual design screens.
 Facilitates obtaining ISO standards of Control and
Quality Certification.

Touch, visual and intuitive design
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Simple screens operated with finger
Visual aid elements
4 Levels: Admin, garment management,
collection, services and delivery.

Our fabula © system allows:

Minimizing human error
Human error is reduced with the use of labels with
barcode or RFID chip, because it does not have to
depend on a person's interpretation.
Maximizing human resources
Through simple readings of entry and exit you obtain
data of production, warehouse, expedition and billing
of your company.

Garment identification by
barcodes / Radio Frequency ID

Identify your garments via Barcodes / RFID
With the identification of garments we guarantee the
exact information of the client and the characteristics
of the garments (client, type of clothes, quantities
and number of washes ...).

Touch Terminal pc, label Printer, thermal press,
labels, ink ribbon, barcode reader, RFID Bluetooth
reader, RFID portal, different RFID antennas
For more information, contact us at +34 977080607
or visit the page www.softextarraco.com

Each of the customized labels per company, includes
the name of the company, the name, the clothing or
plant number, the locker, room number etc .
The labels are endowed with a nomenclature so that a
delivery person can deliver in a specific location in the
client's house.
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Garment Control

Through our system, a touch terminal (POS) and a
barcode reader or RFID readers, we capture the
collections and deliveries of the garments of
customers.

customer, reducing time when entering data.
Garments can be grouped by families and types.
The system will facilitate you when you have to raise
prices, rents and discounts. You can do the price
increases both for garments, per customer or globally.
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Delivery Notes and Billing

fábula© system allows you to generate the delivery
notes and bills with a single barcode reading
operation or through RFID..

Barcode Reading / RFID Chips
Counting of the garments is done through the
automatic reading of barcodes or RFID chips giving
us:
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Customer, Rental and Prices
Management

The customized bills for each client, can be detailed
by delivery notes or grouped by products depending
on your needs.
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Analysis, Statistics and
Traceability of your business

You will be able to generate all kinds of counts and
evaluations of your clients' garments; by periods, by
clients, by types, by employees / patients, by
locations.

Our system ensures that all the garments read are
included so that you do not forget anything at the
time of invoicing, avoiding errors that can directly
affect the management of your business.
Automatically generates official pdf documents format
and can be synchronized to mobile devices.

The system allows you to have the traceability of all
the garments during all the phases of the process of
your production (collection, services, and delivery).
The production, billing and traceability data can be
exported with more or less detail through the
integration with Microsoft Excel ©, for a later
analysis, even in a graphic form.
All data is 100% reliable, in real time and is
automatically updated from production to the
administration of your company.

fabula © system helps you manage the profiles of
your customers by storing tehir information: name,
direct debit, address, telephone, fax, email, CIN and
the billing due dates granted , customized
documentation such as labels, delivery notes and
Bills.
Each client has their own clothing types and rates
exclusively. The system allows you to create a
customer template to copy the rates to another

The delivery notes are customized for each customer,
and can be valued or not valued.

fábula© system stores all readings as collection,
services and delivery transactions, which can then be
analyzed through reports, statistics by customers,
type of clothing and location.

Store availability of the center by type of
clothing
What is missing to deliver to the client
Number of Washes
Type of garment, per person, per location
Number of days that the garment remains
outside the laundry company.
Garment pickups and deliveries

We control that all garments are collected and
delivered to the customer reducing the number of
incidents per customer.

In just a few seconds you will have all your delivery
notes and bills, eliminating those long hours in the
office reconciling numbers.

In addition we facilitate the task of voiding
annotations, delivery notes or bills in a simple and
fast manner.

